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Baozou manhua (rage comics), Internet humour and everyday life
Shih-Wen Chen*
School of Communication and Creative Arts, Deakin University, Burwood, Australia
Wang Nima launched baozoumanhua.com in 2008 to introduce rage comics (baozou
manhua) to China after noticing its popularity in the USA. The emergence of baozou
manhua signifies a new form of expression for ordinary netizens where they move from
simply being consumers of comics to producers, combining image and text in a humorous
way and distributing them via a wide variety of communication tools. This paper examines
how the genre of baozou manhua enables Chinese netizens to vent about their everyday
experiences and frustrations of daily life. It also explores how computer software
technology and the Internet have influenced contemporary Chinese visual humour by
focusing on the baozoumanhua.com Internet community. Although baozou manhua is an
Internet phenomenon emerging from the specific sociopolitical context of contemporary
China, examining this form of expression not only sheds light on popular online culture in
China and the issues Chinese netizens grapple with but also provides an understanding of
how digital visual culture changes across time and space as North American rage faces
circulate around the world and garner new meaning after being appropriated and
reinterpreted in the ‘interpretative community’ of Chinese cyberspace.
Introduction
In early 2012, over 50,000 entries were submitted to the ‘first annual micro-comic
competition’ (shoujie weimanhua dasai) organized by the micro-blogging network Sina
Weibo, China’s most popular social media platform which is often described as a
combination of Twitter and Facebook (both banned in China). These micro-comics
sparked discussion from over 600,000 micro-bloggers, who share short text, compressed
images and links using their micro-blogs (Zhang 2012a). Considering that China has
approximately 560 million Internet users and also the world’s largest number of mobile
phone owners, it is not surprising that comics published on the Internet have been widely
circulated in recent years (CNNIC 2012). While scholars have analysed Chinese comics
published before the 1990s (see, e.g., Farquhar 1999; Lent 2001, 2010; Barme´ 2002; Wong
2002; Rea 2013), not many have conducted in-depth studies on contemporary comics such
as the baozou manhua (暴走漫画 rage comics). In 2008, ‘Wang Nima’, a Chinese man
currently residing in the UK, launched baozoumanhua.com because he wanted to
introduce rage comics to China after noticing its widespread popularity in the USA. The
first rage comic published on the 4chan image-based bulletin board website (www.4chan.
org) in 2007 expressed the extreme frustration at the private experience of a ‘toilet
backsplash’. While American rage comics predominantly focus on embarrassing incidents
or infuriating moments of one’s life, baozou manhua topics are more wide-ranging and
allude to societal ills in contemporary China.
‘Baozou’ means to lose one’s temper or to go crazy; it is also related to the Japanese
word bo¯so¯zoku (literally ‘violent running tribe’), associated with motorcycle subculture
q 2014 Taylor & Francis
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and reckless driving. ‘Manhua’ is borrowed from the Japanese word manga (comics). The
term baozou manhua (hereafter baoman) neatly encapsulates the majority of emotions
expressed in these comics, which often depict the frustrations of daily life. In Taiwan,
Hong Kong and Macao, rage comics are known as gengman and websites such as
fengkuang tuya (crazy drawing) (ideapit.net/comic.php) and gengman (comic-king.com)
are more popular among users in these regions. Therefore, most of the users of the
baozoumanhua.com website are from Mainland China.
A typical baoman consists of four panels featuring simply drawn characters with
exaggerated facial expressions created with basic drawing software such as MS Paint, and
usually concludes with a rage face expressing exasperation, anger or resignation. Baoman
creators can either use existing stock rage faces or upload their own images (either photos
or drawings) and then add text. Although netizens can draw their own figures, most tend to
use popular stock rage faces originating in North America that are provided on the baoman
generator (similar to the one on ragemaker.net) which also offers rage faces based on
Chinese celebrities and Asian anime characters.
As Yu and others have observed, the Internet has enabled ‘ordinary people to narrate
and circulate their own media products’ (2007, 429). The emergence of baoman signifies a
new form of expression for ordinary netizens who are no longer simply consumers of
comics but also producers, combining image and text in a humorous way and distributing
them via a wide variety of communication tools. As one netizen states, ‘Reading comics
no longer satisfies me. Now, I want to create my own baoman with the baoman generator
because it is the trendy thing to do’ (Na La 2012). This paper examines how the genre of
baoman enables Chinese netizens to vent about their everyday experiences and
frustrations of daily life in anonymity. It also explores how computer software technology
and the Internet have influenced contemporary Chinese visual humour by focusing on the
baozoumanhua.com Internet community. Moran and Keane (2009, 109) point out that:
[the] flow of cultural ideas from one place to another and from one time to another involves
multifarious processes of identification, selection, adaptation, possible rearrangement and
redeployment of cultural forms and styles, often in unexpected and highly productive
circumstances (as well as in more conventional and predictable situations).
Baoman/rage comics are a significant genre of humour that crosses cultural boundaries,
interpreted and adapted by local audiences in unexpected ways, illustrating how audiences
decode meanings based on their cultural background and different frame of reference (Hall
2002). Although baoman is an Internet phenomenon emerging from the specific
sociopolitical context of contemporary China, examining this form of expression not only
sheds light on popular online culture in China and the issues Chinese netizens grapple with
but also provides an understanding of how digital visual culture changes across time and
space as North American rage faces circulate around the world and garner new meaning
after being appropriated and reinterpreted in the ‘interpretative community’ of Chinese
cyberspace (Fish 1980).
In the first section of this paper, I provide a brief history of the baoman phenomenon.
I discuss how the use of stock rage faces on the baoman website challenges concepts of
originality associated with the idea of artistic creation. I also examine how rage faces,
digital objects that ‘are inherently open to transformation’ (Poster, 2004, 418), have been
appropriated by baoman creators to provide a new visual vernacular for the Chinese
audience. Then, I compare baoman with e’gao (spoofing), a Chinese Internet phenomenon
that has been analysed in relation to canon-mocking, parody of official discourse and
‘light-hearted resistence’ (Yu 2007; Gong and Yang 2010; Voci 2010; Wilson 2010; Meng
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2011). It is important to examine baoman because compared to e’gao videos, they are
easier to produce; therefore, more netizens are involved in creating these comics. Second, I
focus on a section of the site called yanzhongti. Yanzhongti is the Chinese adaptation of the
‘What You Think I Do/What I Really Do’ meme that originated in the USA in February
2012. Initially created as a humorous comparison of different perceptions of certain
professions, yanzhongti in the baoman format has been used to reflect on the difference
between perception and reality in various aspects of life. Finally, I examine how the
baoman phenomenon has been portrayed in print media and discuss how the baoman
Internet community has evolved from 2008 to the present.
The baoman phenomenon and the Chinese Internet
Unlike most Internet memes which tend to fade away fairly quickly, the baoman continues
to attract attention. As biologist Richard Dawkins (1976), who first coined the term ‘meme’
in his book The Selfish Gene, notes, memes, like genes, are constantly competing for the
attention of hosts. Only memes suited to their sociocultural environment survive and spread
(by imitation or copying) (Shifman 2012). What makes the baoman successful in an age
where so many Internet memes are ephemeral, often forgotten within a week or a month? I
argue that the baoman website is able to attract so many fans because not only does it
facilitate participatory culture (Jenkins 2006, 2009), it is an important space for emotional
catharsis, providing a platform for people to vent about their everyday experiences in
anonymity using a format that is less likely to be targeted by Internet censors.
Influential Chinese blogger Wang Xiaofeng observes, ‘Most of what people do on the
Internet is complain. At least we have a place to blow off some steam’ (Grossman 2006).
However, Chinese netizens need to ‘blow off steam’ carefully, particularly in recent
months as Internet censorship over Weibo users tightened, leading to the arrest of key
micro-bloggers who have been criticizing the government regarding issues that have
emerged as a consequence of rapid economic development such as rampant corruption, a
growing migrant worker population and increased damage to the environment. Major
Party organ Xinhua News Agency posted an online editorial on 24 August 2013 that stated
that popular bloggers who ‘poison the online environment’ should be ‘dealt with like rats
scurrying across the street that everyone wants to kill’ (Xuecun 2013). Although the
Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has been trying to project the image of China as a
‘harmonious society’, comments such as the one made in the editorial reveal the dark
tensions between the party-state and the ‘cao min’ (ordinary people). Sophisticated
Internet censorship filters are just one of many ‘weiwen’ (stability maintenance)
mechanisms that the CCP has invested heavily in so that they can maintain ‘social
stability’ (Jacobs and Ansfield 2011). Considering these recent crackdowns on social
dissent and online activism, it is important not only to examine the baozoumanhua.com
website as an alternative space to express personal grievances but also to comment on
sociopolitical problems in post-socialist China. Netizens may feel less fearful of
expressing themselves using baoman because it is mainly image-based and often features
personal experiences narrated with self-deprecating humour. It is less overtly political,
making it easier to elude censorship.
According to a report published on 4 August 2012 in the Guangzhou Daily, the
baoman website is currently run by four volunteer staff in their twenties: founder Wang
Nima, public relations manager Xixi, script writer Feisi and webmaster Shanzong Laoda.
Not much is known about the background of this team except that they are based in the city
of Xi’an and registered their baoman products with the Copyright Protection Center of
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China under the company name Xi’an Momo Xinxi Jishu Youxian Gongsi in February
2012.1 Wang Nima recalls that on the day his website was launched, only a little over 100
baoman were submitted. The number of daily submissions has gradually increased to 5000
to 8000 a day (compared with 500 to 1000 rage comics submitted on the popular
California-based entertainment website Reddit.com) (Luo and Liang 2012; Qian 2012).
Wang envisioned his website as a place where ordinary people without any artistic training
could produce their own comics. While e’gao spoofsters rely on video-editing software
such as Pinnacle Studio to digitally manipulate existing images and sounds or photo-
editing suites such as Photoshop to combine several photos together in one composite
image (as in the ‘Little Fatty’ posters), the baoman members most often use the simple
online generator to create their works.2 No Photoshop skills are required.
Wang Nima claims that the baoman genre provides cao gen netizens (ordinary or
‘grassroots’ citizens) a ‘lance’ to express themselves (Na La 2012). In choosing the word
‘lance’ to describe baoman, he suggests that humour can be a powerful weapon. Because
cao gen netizens think they have been ignored and silenced, they appreciate the baoman
community as a place where they can rant about the issues they face in life and seek solace
from a sympathetic audience who also grapple with similar problems. Wang believes that
tucao (venting) is good for one’s health and that the collective well-being of the baoman
community can be improved through laughter (Zhang 2012a).
The baoman website is particularly popular among urban Chinese youth who need a
medium to vent their frustration about the inequalities they observe on a daily basis, such
as rising unemployment rates, high cost of living and exorbitant real estate prices
(‘Chinese Youth Employment Survey Reveals Pressure on Jobs’ 2005; Ge 2011; Orlik and
Cheng 2013). Another pressure young netizens face is the difficulty of entering university
through the gaokao system: in 2011, only 27% of those who took the National Higher
Education Entrance Examination were accepted into universities (Ho 2013). Figure 1 is a
baoman that illustrates this pressure. It reads, ‘when others study for an exam, they read
(kanzhe kanzhe) and then understand (kan dong). When I study for an exam, I read (kanzhe
kanzhe) and then accept the fact that I can’t understand (kan kai)’. The baoman creator
uses a play on words (kan dong versus kan kai) to imply that he always performs poorly in
his exams and inserts the rage face of Chinese basketball player Yao Ming at the end to
represent comical embarrassment at his revelation.
Figure 1. Exam preparation. q [Baozoumanhua.com]. Reproduced by permission of
Baozoumanhua.com. Permission to reuse must be obtained from the rightsholder.
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The baoman phenomenon reflects the carnivalesque spirit of the Internet (Yang 2009;
Herold and Marolt 2011). According to Bakhtin, ‘carnival is not a spectacle seen by the
people; they live in it, and everyone participates because its very idea embraces all the
people’ (1984b, 7). Although their everyday lives may be monotonous and their jobs
unfulfilling, members of the baoman community can find temporary escape from their
‘normal lives’ by consuming and producing baoman. As Bakhtin (1984b) notes, during the
time of carnival, even monks and scholars can renounce their serious positions and
‘perceive the world in its laughing aspect’ (13). Furthermore, during the carnival, ‘All
distance between people is suspended . . . ’ (Bakhtin 1984a, 123). Even though in real life
they may be separated by great physical distance, baoman members laugh together and
feel closer to one another on the baoman website.
As Bergson asserted, ‘Our laughter is always the laughter of a group’ (2008, 11). The
slogan of the website, which translates as ‘a community featuring original e’gao comics
that exists because of you’, emphasizes that it is a community that exists because of its
participants. The community of baoman appreciators and creators gathers online to laugh
at each other’s misfortunes, not to feel superior to others, but to revel in the fact that many
netizens have experienced similar events. Readers often comment that their own everyday
experiences are reflected in the comics. For example, one netizen jokingly remarked,
‘Wang Nima, have you been asking someone to follow me around?’ (Na La 2012). They
are not alone in feeling alone. Nor are they the only ones who self-identify as underdogs.
A certain emotional bonding occurs in the process of sharing baoman.
Baoman and ‘aesthetics of cloning’
Male baoman characters are usually known as Wang Nima and represented by the Derp
rage face (Figure 2), while female characters are named Wang Nimei, represented by the
Derpina rage face (Figure 3).3
The baoman generator database contains classic rage faces commonly found in
American rage comics such as rage guy (shengqi), troll face (wochuo), LOL guy (doule
Figure 2. Wang Nima.
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guilian), Oh Crap/OMG rage face (xiangdang zhenjing), forever alone guy (gudu) and Yao
Ming face ( jionglian Yao Ming, Figure 4).
In addition to providing popular rage faces originating in North America, the baoman
generator offers rage faces based on Chinese celebrities such as notorious Internet sensation
Feng Jie (Big Sister Feng, the nickname of Luo Yufeng, a woman known for her outrageous
comments who distributed flyers seeking a good-looking boyfriend with certain height
requirements and a degree from an elite university), pop singer Yico Tseng and martial arts
actor Jackie Chan. To attract return visitors, the webmasters constantly update the database
with new images ranging from Poke´mon favourite Pikachu to the Mario Brothers to
characters from the Japanese manga One Piece so that netizens have a greater variety of rage
faces to choose from. Although members are welcome to upload their own images, the
majority of baoman creators prefer the pre-existing rage faces because these familiar faces
depict so vividly different emotions and attitudes that may be difficult to articulate, such as
rage, despair, frustration, annoyance, mischievousness, happiness, laziness and
acquiescence. According to New York-based artist Sam Spratt, who used common rage
faces as inspiration for his ‘realistic evolved meme face illustrations’, these classic rage
faces have become ‘a standardized visual vernacular for the Web’ (Holt 2012).
Contemplating the ‘aesthetics of cloning’ in digital visual culture, Sweeny (2005)
argues that people need to consider ‘how images are created, replicated, transformed and
consumed’ in the post-modern world (26). The use of stock rage faces on the baoman
website challenges concepts of originality associated with the idea of artistic creation. It
also raises questions about the distinction between original and copy, artist and audience,
‘professional’ and ‘amateur’. In using classic faces, Chinese baoman creators appropriate
the images and reinterpret the meanings associated with them. de Certeau argues that
readers are like poachers:
The reader . . . invents in texts something different from what they ‘intended’. He detaches
them from their (lost or accessory) origin. He combines their fragments and creates something
un-known in the space organized by their capacity for allowing an indefinite plurality of
meanings. (2002, 169)
As de Certeau suggests, the process of reading itself is a creative one that can lead to a
variety of meanings. An example that illustrates how Chinese netizens ‘poach’ an image to
Figure 3. Wang Nimei.
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create new meaning can be found in use of the Freddie Mercury rage pose (Figure 5).
According to the US-based website knowyourmeme.com, the Freddie Mercury figure,
based on the former lead vocalist of the rock band Queen, is typically used to indicate that
‘an extraordinary feat has been accomplished’. However, the image of Freddie Mercury is
used differently in baoman. On the final panel of some baoman, this image is often
coupled with the sentence ‘wo bu xiangxin zhi you wo zheyang’ (I don’t believe I am the
only one who has done this/thought this). Perhaps, most Chinese netizens do not know that
the Freddie Mercury image originated from a photo of a Queen concert where the British
musician pumped his fist in the air in triumph during the performance. Regardless of the
original source and how Western netizens employ the rage pose in their comics, Chinese
users have recast the image to signify admission of guilt because the man seems to be
raising his hand in the air with a guilty expression on his face because his eyes are looking
downward. Interpretation of gestures and body language varies greatly depending on
culture and the unexpected use of the Freddie Mercury rage pose demonstrates how
readers have the freedom to instil new meanings onto iconic images and use them for
different purposes.
Another final panel commonly found in many baoman is the ‘Me Gusta’ face paired
with the question, ‘you wenti ma?’ (Anything wrong with that?). This rage face, which
originated in 2010, is typically used in rage comics ‘to express one’s approval of an
awkward or perverse situation’ and is called ‘Me Gusta’ because the phrase means ‘I like
it’ in Spanish (knowyourmeme.com/memes/me-gusta). However, the Chinese use for this
rage face is one of defiance rather than approval. Just as words such as ‘hybrid’ or ‘wicked’
are infused with new meanings as different groups of people choose to use them in various
ways, these rage faces have been appropriated by baoman creators to provide a new visual
vernacular for the Chinese audience. Although the baoman rage faces seem to be ‘cloned’
Figure 4. Yao Ming face.
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from North American rage comics, in each new baoman, they are altered to suit the
purposes of the contributor. Images that have specific resonances in Western cultural
contexts are detached from their origin and take on a plurality of meanings that were
previously unimagined.
The baoman/rage comic is a cross-cultural phenomenon that also raises issues about
the definition of ‘art’. Baoman advocates feel more comfortable creating a baoman
because there is less pressure to try to make the comic ‘artistic’ in the traditional sense. In
an age where people demand instant gratification, the baoman website appeals to those
who want to create a comic quickly in response to certain events without having to worry
about crafting a complicated script or drawing new cartoon characters. One netizen prefers
this form of expression because in his view, traditional comic strip artists need to think
about ‘harmony’ and ‘perspective’ in their work, but baoman creators do not (Na La
2012). For them, baoman is about the art of jianbihua (simple line drawing). Wang Nima
has suggested that perhaps in the future, art is no longer going to be associated with the
image of a solitary genius who spends many years honing his or her sketching skills and
watercolour techniques but more akin to a game where emphasis is placed on playful
personal expression (Na La 2012). The focal point will be on a person’s emotions, not
simply on artistic technique. While his statement is overly exaggerated and downplays the
value of traditional art, the ‘playful’ aspect of baoman may indeed influence Chinese art in
the future.
Baoman and e’gao
The slogan of the baoman website defines its comics as a form of e’gao, a genre which has
been the topic of scholarly works on the Internet, new media and Chinese politics. Meng
Figure 5. Freddie Mercury rage pose.
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(2011) argues that e’gao has become a popular alternative form of political discourse in
China because innovations in digital technology have facilitated the use of ‘entertainment
discourses’ in political discussions. Some have argued that the Chinese government has
been relatively tolerant of e’gao because they regard it as an outlet for Chinese youth who
feel pressure and frustration living in contemporary Chinese society (Wilson 2010).
Because e’gao tends to focus on trivial subject matter, it seems to distract ‘from the issue
of repression’. As Wilson points out, ‘the very mode chosen to express freedom (i.e.,
apolitical spoofing) can be interpreted as a symptom of a greater repression’ (2010, 164).
Gong and Yang (2010, 3) have analysed the subversive nature of e’gao and asserted that
it is ‘a vehicle for both comic criticism and emotional catharsis’. Baoman, while providing
emotional catharsis, usually features self-deprecating humour instead of parody and is less
transgressively inclined. Contrary to challenging authority as e’gao spoofsters often do,
baoman creators frequently conclude their works with a sigh of resignation to the unfair
circumstances of life. There is less rebellion and aggression in the baoman. This attitude
exemplifies ‘the graying of Chinese culture’ (using Barme´’s terms) on the Internet (Yu
2007). According to Barme´ (1999, 100), ‘gray’ is a syndrome that ‘combined hopelessness,
uncertainty, and ennui with irony, sarcasm, and a large dose of fatalism’. While Yu (2007,
431) argues that what characterizes Chinese bloggers ‘is not so much hopelessness as
confidence in their role as media consumer-cum-producers who have the technical and
cultural capacity to entertain themselves and the nation, both Chinese and non-Chinese’,
baoman creators are more inclined to display ‘fatalism’ and a sense of hopelessness.
Most of the topics covered on the baoman website are not as serious as the ones
parodied in e’gao creations. For example, a baoman illustrates Wang Nimei wrapping
presents. After spending a great deal of time and effort, she happily admires the beautiful
boxes but suddenly remembers that she forgot to take off the price tags. Readers chuckle
and identify with her forgetfulness and frustration, recalling similar incidences in their
own lives. However, in the news section of the baoman website, netizens are more serious,
publishing satirical opinions about current events. The baoman featured in this section
typically consist of a scan of a newspaper clipping followed by a rage face making a snide
comment about the report. On another part of the website, humour is used to voice concern
about issues such as overcrowded buses (Figure 6). The creator complains about this
persistent problem by juxtaposing a photo of a relatively empty bus with the caption ‘the
bus in the driver’s eyes’ and a picture of a bus so crammed with people that the door cannot
be closed with the caption ‘the bus in our eyes’. The third panel consists of a Yao Ming
rage face (representing the bus driver) with the caption, ‘move to the back of the bus, there
is plenty of space’ and the final panel features an OMG rage face. This type of baoman is
known as yanzhongti.
Yanzhongti and the ‘What You Think I Do/What I Really Do’ meme
In 2012, a popular section of the baoman website focused on yanzhongti (yanzhong means
‘in the eyes of’ and ti means ‘form’), the Chinese adaptation of the ‘What You Think I Do/
What I Really Do’ meme originating in the USA. In February 2012, the meme gained
popularity in North America and soon a website called U Think I Do (uthinkido.com/)
emerged which provided netizens with an easy way to create and share their own ‘U think I
do’ meme. The original meme consists of a heading with the name of a career or hobby
(such as photographer, graphic designer, architect) and six images underneath with the
captions ‘what my friends think I do’, ‘what my mom thinks I do’, ‘what society thinks I
do’, ‘what my clients think I do’, ‘what I think I do’ and ‘what I actually do’. People who
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felt unsatisfied with their jobs used this meme to reveal the ‘reality’ of their lives. Others
created ‘U Think I Do memes’ to debunk certain stereotypes about their profession.
A Chinese yanzhongti typically follows vertical (top-down) progression rather than
left to right. The most common format is as follows:
After becoming a xxx [insert profession], what my parents think I do . . . , what my girl/boy
friend thinks I do . . . , what luren jia (stranger A) thinks I do . . . , what my colleagues think I
do . . .what I think I do . . . , in reality, I . . . .
Alternatively, a yanzhongti may end with ‘my dream is . . . ’ and ‘the reality is . . . ’. Although
the occupations represented in yanzhongti are different, they frequently conclude with the stock
image of a stick figure sitting in front of a computer screen looking confused or discontent.
Initially created as a humorous comparison of how numerous professions are
perceived, yanzhongti in the baoman format has been used to reflect on the difference
between perception and reality in various aspects of life. They can be light-hearted, such as
the yanzhongti which illustrates a man’s and a woman’s reaction to a fresh pimple
(Figure 7). When a woman discovers a pimple, in her eyes her face is covered with them,
but when a man with many pimples looks into the mirror, he sees only one. The yanzhongti
ends with a Jackie Chan rage figure lifting up his hands in exasperation, wondering why
there is such a big difference between how men and women see themselves.
However, there is also a more serious side to yanzhongti. For example, one netizen
laments about his pathetic work life after graduating from university by making a
yanzhongti of his friends thinking he makes piles of money, his parents imagining he goes
The bus in our eyes The bus in the driver’s eyes
Walk to the back, there is plenty
of space
Figure 6. A crowded bus. q [Baozoumanhua.com]. Reproduced by permission of Baozoumanhua.
com. Permission to reuse must be obtained from the rightsholder.
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to fancy banquets where wine pours forth freely while the reality is that he is being worked
to death and earning a meagre wage (Figure 8). In another baoman, the creator vents about
his mother not allowing him to go out to play at various stages of his life. When he finally
finds a job, she asks him why he does not go out more and socialize. Sadly, by this time he
has no friends to accompany him. The comic ends with the classic Yao Ming face bursting
into tears.
People like the ones in the previous examples frequently label themselves ‘kubi
qingnian’: a group of miserable youth who are dissatisfied with their situation and feel
defeated by life’s circumstances. Another term they use is ‘diaosi’. A self-proclaimed
‘diaosi’ is a self-deprecating young man who is allegedly financially poor, physically
unattractive and unlucky in love. Diaosi are characterized by their love of the Internet and
video games, their lack of material signs of wealth such as a car or a house, their constant
struggle to overcome difficulties and their bitter complaints about the gap between the rich
and the poor. Yanzhongti reveals how certain stereotypes have been entrenched in people’s
minds and challenges netizens to think about their role in society.
A more complicated and political baoman (Figure 9) begins with a photo of the
Forbidden City which represents China in the eyes of a proud citizen, followed by three
images: porcelain (how the French see China), dim sim (how the Americans see China)
and a sexy girl dressed in a cheongsam (how the Japanese see China). The final panel is
Pimples emerging…
Reality Imagination 
Reality Imagination 
Figure 7. Pimples. q [Baozoumanhua.com]. Reproduced by permission of Baozoumanhua.com.
Permission to reuse must be obtained from the rightsholder.
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‘what China is really like’ with the Okay Guy rage face (a sad face) and a photo of a
thuggish municipal officer (chengguan, a shortened form of City Urban Administrative
and Law Enforcement Bureau) running in pursuit of a young girl who had been caught
distributing flyers on the streets of Tianjin. The baoman creator had Photoshopped a
long spear-like weapon (probably borrowed from a computer game graphic) into his
hand. The four characters on the top right-hand corner, chengguan wushuang is a phrase
that means ‘chengguan: without equal’. The term chengguan has become synonymous
with bullying and violence (Ramzy 2009). This baoman presents a grim picture of
Chinese society where young people trying to earn some money are brutally threatened
by the authorities. It also points to the excessive brutal force the municipal officers use
against ‘illegal street vendors’. One of the most well-known incidents of violence was
the death of Deng Jiazheng, a 59-year-old watermelon farmer from Hunan province who
was terribly beaten by chengguan in July 2013 for not having a license to sell his fruit
After graduation, Wang Nima started
doing business.
In his friends eyes…
In his parents eyes… In reality…working to death to survive
True story
Figure 8. After graduation. q [Baozoumanhua.com]. Reproduced by permission of
Baozoumanhua.com. Permission to reuse must be obtained from the rightsholder.
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in the city of Chenzhou (Fan 2013). Although Deng’s daughter voiced on Weibo her
protest over the brutality of the municipal officers and the local authorities’ attempt to
cover up the assault by claiming the death was due to a sudden heart attack, the post
was quickly deleted.
The use of the Okay Guy rage face saying ‘hao ba [Okay]’ in the final panel signifies a
sense of helplessness at the current state of affairs in China. While criticizing the Chinese
government, the baoman simultaneously reflects stereotypical images of the ‘cultured’
French, the ‘gluttonous’ Americans and the ‘sex-obsessed’ Japanese. Readers of this
yanzhongti may laugh at how the baoman mocks foreigners who choose only to see a side
of China that appeals to them, but the final panel is unexpected, and they do not know
whether to laugh or to cry (tixiao jiefei). Any pride that the Chinese had at the beginning of
I’m Chinese and I’m proud!
China in the eyes of the French: art! 
China in the eyes of the Americans:
I’m hungry! 
China in the eyes of the Japanese:
Beautiful women, cheongsam, an
amateur appreciating ancient
customs.
China in real life……Tianjin
chengguan chases after a girl
who was distributing flyers.
Figure 9. China in the eyes of . . . q [Baozoumanhua.com]. Reproduced by permission of
Baozoumanhua.com. Permission to reuse must be obtained from the rightsholder.
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the baoman disappears by the final panel when the harsh reality of life in contemporary
China leaves netizens dejected and speechless.
Similarly, another baoman critiques unrealistic scenes and lines from movies by
juxtaposing scenes from films with what happens in reality. Of particular interest is the
scenario where students in movies willingly part with their money when their teachers
solicit donations, while in real life they are very reluctant to support a good cause and feel
coerced by their teachers to make a contribution. The last scene focuses on children. In
movies, children are idealistic and hold dear to the dreams they have about what they
want to be when they grow up. In contrast, Chinese youth today are despicable: some are
only concerned with earning a high salary, while others plan to rely on their parents to
provide for them financially. Although the baoman makes fun of unrealistic movies, it
presents a pessimistic view of Chinese society and exposes the disturbing attitude of
young people who grew up under the one-child policy. Although President Xi Jinping has
been promoting the ‘Chinese Dream’, urging young Chinese people ‘to dare to dream,
work assiduously to fulfil the dreams and contribute to the revitalization of the nation’
(Yang 2013), many regard this ‘Chinese Dream’ narrative with cynicism. A large
percentage of Chinese youth do not dare to dream because they know their hopes will
never be fulfilled.
Baoman in the media
Do baoman reflect pessimism or optimism? Hope or hopelessness? Defiance or
acceptance? Journalists who have reported on yanzhongti try to approach this Internet
phenomenon from a more positive angle, asserting that the genre encourages people to
work harder to achieve their dreams instead of passively staring blankly at a computer
screen everyday. These authors argue that there is hope for a brighter future (‘Yanzhongti,
liuxingti?’ 2012). Such articles in the print media demonstrate the disparity between
official and popular discourse. Because the CCP has stringent control over newspapers, the
baoman phenomenon must be portrayed in a manner that will not offend the censors. For
example, in the article ‘If You Haven’t Read Baozou Manhua, You Are Out!’, the
journalist emphasizes that reading and creating baoman are very ‘in’. The text does not
focus on the rage that young people feel, only mentioning the ‘complex feelings’ they have
towards a ‘society in transition’ and concludes that the baoman creators are ‘optimistic and
also full of hope for the understanding and love people have for one another’ (Na La 2012).
The examples provided in the report focus on light-hearted incidents.
All of the reports emphasize that baoman is an easy outlet for netizens’ creativity. For
example, Wang Nima stated in an interview that it does not matter if you do not know how
to draw, as long as you have enough creativity and humour, your artistic potential can be
released on the baoman platform, because the website offers a baoman generator for
members without artistic training or extensive editing knowledge to easily share their
anecdotes about daily life (Zhang 2012b). Media reports also characterize the baoman
phenomenon as a form of youth subculture. For example, there have been press reports on
Shao Chenxi, a Southeast University (Nanjing) student who published a series of 53
baoman entries that have been forwarded frequently via email and circulated widely
nationwide (Song and Cai 2012). The reports comment on Shao’s popularity among
students and his ability to depict everyday campus life in a humorous way. Such reports
present baoman as harmless entertainment.
In an interview with Southern Metropolis Daily, Wang Nima is careful to state that he
discourages members from submitting too many baoman that focus on ‘diaosi’ (self-
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proclaimed ‘loser’). The editors also dislike baoman that focus on women trying to attract
men in the gaofushuai (tall, rich and handsome) category. Nor do they encourage baoman
that glorify someone having a beitai (backup lover). Therefore, they deliberately reduce
the number of diaosi comics and promote more creative subject matter and ways of
expression. To inspire their members to turn their attention to other topics, the webmasters
created and published their own baoman as positive examples (Xie 2012). Wang Nima’s
comments reveal that although he presents the website as a platform for free expression,
his team exercises a certain degree of control over content that may be considered
inappropriate or overly vulgar and profane. This is an example of the self-censorship
that Tsui (2003) argues is a result of the Chinese Internet becoming a ‘panopticon’ under
the party-state.
The baoman website: an evolving community
Since its launch in 2008, the baoman website has been expanded and revamped several
times. A baoman app has been developed for both Android and Apple smartphones,
making it more convenient for fans to access the comics wherever they go. Not only can
members read baoman on their mobile devices, they can comment on it or express whether
they like or dislike a particular baoman by clicking the thumbs-up or thumbs-down button.
Previously, heated debates appeared in some comments sections about whether certain
baoman should be classified as such because they only consist of a single captioned-image
or do not use classic rage faces. Some netizens argue that this type of content should not be
included on the website. Because the webmasters decide which submissions to publish,
they seem to have a broader definition of what a ‘baoman’ is.
After the most recent revamp of the website in 2013, the previous discussions about
what kind of creations should be accepted as baoman have disappeared and a glance at the
list of ‘most popular baoman of the week’ in mid-December 2013 reveals that even image
sequences with just one or two rage faces in the final panel or even none are now very
popular. For example, No.3 on the list, ‘The most beautiful places in the world’ is a
sequence of photos that have been circulating on the Internet followed by two rage faces
asking for an upvote in the final panel. On the second page of the top weekly baoman, there
is a post on ‘The 12 things Mandela told us’ that is a series of photos of Nelson Mandela
and other South Africans coupled with quotes from the former president that concludes
with a rage face bursting into tears. On page three of the list, ‘qaz5866’ contributed photos
of a guide dog helping a blonde woman around the house and in a supermarket. No rage
face is included. These posts have over 300 comments each but none of them question the
validity of including these as baoman. Changes such as these demonstrate how the baoman
website has evolved from a place where people only read and create comics into a
community of Internet users who share and comment on a range of images that pique their
interest.
Conclusion
The emergence of memes ‘typify the shift from a culture of consumption to one of
production’ (Marwick 2013, 13). Just as the e’gao producers highlight post-modern
defiance of authority through mockery and pistache, blurring the distinction between
author and reader (Meng 2011), baoman creators read North American rage comics,
reinterpret stock rage faces and produce their own comics with surprising results.
Although the image of the rage face is unchanged, the way it has been incorporated into
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baoman gives it new meaning. These meanings may be different and contradictory to the
original.
A crowded bus, a thankless job, a fresh pimple: these are some of the everyday topics
featured in baoman. The everyday has been disregarded as trivial, banal and repetitive but
as Gardiner asserts,
the realm of the everyday is not a simple repository of habitualized, unreflective actions and
inchoate and unsystematic thoughts. Rather, it constitutes the primary terrain on which our
values are actively constructed, in which a world of contingency is transformed into one of
meaningfulness. (2000, 56)
The baoman has sustained its popularity because of its focus on the everyday. The content
resonates with many. People who may have thought their awkward moments were unique
have found many fellow sufferers who can empathize with them. Baoman explores the
experiences of ‘cao min’ (ordinary people) and reflects the pulse of everyday life in a
playful, irreverent manner. Baoman humour, although crude at times, has the power to
reduce stress, a point that the Chinese print media emphasizes in their discussions of the
baoman phenomenon, which they portray as a positive symbol of creative youth subculture.
Although humour is known to be culture-specific, baoman humour crosses cultural
boundaries. Baoman are not praised for their aesthetic beauty, their subtle humour or their
intellectual profoundness, but for the emotions they evoke. Emphasis on shared identities
makes baoman a popular genre of Internet humour in the era of globalization. An article on
rage comics published in The New York Times tells readers to ‘Put Your Rage into a
Cartoon and Exit Laughing’ (Boutin 2012). For American readers, rage comics provide
stress relief through laughter. Chinese baoman readers laugh together at the discrepancy
between dream and reality. However, their laughter may sometimes be considered a ku
xiao (bitter laugh), evoked by a shared sympathy among those who recognize the
injustices of the world they live in.
In other parts of Chinese cyberspace, netizens have expressed their views on
environmental issues, labour rights and the plight of people with disabilities. The baoman
website has little portrayal of political injustices or critiques of the state because the
webmasters are still weary of Internet censorship. However, as MacKinnon (2008, 45) argues,
Outside observers of Internet and politics in China would do well to focus on the impact of
blogs beyond the narrow scope of overt political protest and obvious political change. Most
Western media attention focuses on those instances where bloggers clash with government
censors or the web hosting companies who act as proxies for government censors. But to look
only at these instances of conflict is to miss a great deal of what is really happening, much
more quietly, under the surface.
Although the baoman creators do not openly protest against the state and call for political
change, it is worth examining the content of the baoman website because looking deeper,
one can find an ominous reality lingering behind the humorous facade. While baoman may
not lead to political reform in China, it has given voice to many netizens who need a space
for emotional and political catharsis.
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Notes
1. According to the company website, they are also registered in the UK as Morrill Mocci
Entertainment Ltd (Xi’an Momo Xinxi Jishu Youxian Gongsi 2013). Membership is free, but
there is a commercial aspect of the website because it offers mugs, mouse pads, T-shirts and
other merchandise branded with popular rage faces for sale from an affiliated online store. Wang
urges fans to purchase these ‘reasonably-priced’ products to support the cost of running the
server (Zhang 2012a). In April 2013, the website started promoting a print book version of the
best baoman comics, priced at 18 RMB.
2. Little Fatty became an Internet meme in 2003 when netizens superimposed photos of Qian
Zhijun’s face on various images, including Hollywood movie posters. Qian, then a student in
Shanghai, has since become an entertainer.
3. The names Derp and Derpina derive from the Internet slang, ‘derp’ meaning ignorant or stupid.
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